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Purpose of today

• PSB Governance role – Action area: Best Start in Life

• To share our learning to date and seek approval to move to Phase
Two
• Reflect on impact of pandemic

• Consider if we need to involve anyone else

Aim of Early Years Pathfinder Programme
Working in partnership at a system level to:

• deliver Early Years’ services in a co-ordinated, integrated and timely way
• re-configure Early Years’ services focussing on planning, commissioning,
identifying and addressing needs
• To identify further opportunities and barriers to integration and ways to
remove, reduce or rationalise them

Our journey….
3 Pathfinders: Blaenau Gwent, Caerphilly, Newport.
Torfaen and Monmouthshire joining during 2021.

• How can we improve outcomes for families and our
future generations ?
• How can we reduce inequalities ?
• How can we improve staff morale ?
• How can we impact positively on the affordability of services by
preventing families reaching crisis point ?

Early Years Timeline

Complexity of funding steams
can be a challenge or an
opportunity
Organisations coming
together so not who but
who best to deliver

Impact of pandemic emerging needs

Vital to pause
and slow down

Ability to adapt working
patterns is critical

Integrated working is
complex. Systems are
complex and change is
challenging

Good communication +
positive relationships is key

Pull in services not refer on
Hierarchy of support
fundamental
Some co-location
proving essential
Information
sharing and
one system is
the golden
nugget

Key findings so far

Plan for April 2021+ critical. Findings
shape future commissioning

Factual handover of caseload vital
Details analysis of caseload essential
Ability to recognise and manage additional
high need families when uncovered

Vanguard model vital to success both
to leaders and pilot team. All learning together

Gathering evidence of unmet /
unidentified need due to postcode
+ funding inequities

Case studies

But what did the families tell us?

Early Years model
Aim
• We will work with families to ensure their child has the best start in
life, taking into account what matters to them and access to
support if and when needed.
• We will create a model to meet families’ needs, at the right time, in
the right place, by the right person.

Early Intervention Panel

• Why?
• Purpose – assess need across agency to get the right plan for family
• Importance of good referral and the referrer bringing the family
story
• Simple system – registration form and what matters information
• At the start of the development and will evolve over coming months

earlyintervention@Caerphilly.gov.uk

Importance of good communication
• What Matters conversation with family
o
o
o
o
o

The Family Story
Who is involved with the family? (extended family, friends, workers)
What Matters and to whom?
What do they want to achieve? What difference will it make?
Key relationship maintained and main communication with family – explain
outcome of referral, who might contact them, why

• Communication between each other
o Regular communication in the team to update – contact, non contact, what
happened, any concerns, it’s the small things that may be important but you
wouldn’t necessarily write it down

Examples of support
• Hierarchy of support
o
o
o
o

Family helping themselves
Community support
Pulling in teams as needed
Specialist referrals as needed

• Volunteer run community groups / peer support, information on
websites/social media, peer support / friendships
• Antenatal programme, parenting programme, baby club
• Worker led interventions – JIAP, SLC, bespoke packages, PAFT
• Specialist referrals – Community SLC, ISCAN, paediatrician

Next steps
• Raising awareness
• Building connections and linkages with existing panels / systems
• Documentation and central referral system
• Websites, family helpline and FIS, Facebook pages
• Data / outcomes framework – how do we prove it works or doesn’t,
without creating more bureaucracy
• WCCIS / electronic birth book – develop what fits best

• Bases – scoping what we need for staff, families and delivery of
interventions

• Your commitment and buy in to this has allowed progress so far.

• It has only been 6 months since pilot started
• We will share evaluation with you. WG keen to share across Wales
• Move forward to phase 2 – Is PSB happy to go to St James in
phase 2?
• Gwent PSB priority ?

Diolch yn Fawr
Thank you

Welsh Government’s Vision
Children from all backgrounds to have the best
start in life. Our aim is that everyone will have
the opportunity to reach their full potential and
maximise their chances of leading a healthy,
prosperous and fulfilling adulthood, enabling
them to participate fully in communities, the
workplace, and contribute to the future economic
success of Wales.

Core Components for the Creation of a Single Integrated
Early Years’ System

The Early Intervention Foundation

Building a joined up and responsive early years’ system

Our national collective ambition
To develop joined up and responsive
Early Years’ services to ensure every child
has the best start in life. Children should be
at the centre of excellent, integrated
services that put their needs first,
regardless of traditional organisational and
professional structures.

conception to 7 years

Caerphilly PSB
Priority: Best Start in Life
• Maximise investment in the early years of a child’s life to build
resilience across the whole of their lives, thus helping to reduce the
demand on services in the future

• Agreed: PSB signed up to Welsh
Government Pathfinder Programme
PSB Delivery Plan written 2018-2023.
Refreshed March 2021.

Our Journey…
Systems thinking: adopted The Vanguard Method
To understand in more detail the current early
years system

-

Senior managers from across the organisations
Studying services as a system over 6 days
Understanding the journey of families
Finding out what matters
Mapping flow
Case files

- Change is a change in management
thinking, best achieved through seeing
counterintuitive truths first-hand

Our Journey…
Early Years Mapping
Identifying risks, barriers and challenges
Insight from carers/parents & professionals to design services that meet
their needs and reflect their priorities
What does the system ‘feel’ like?

Our Journey…
Identified the common reasons that parents need support with ?
Identified What Matters to families
Agreed new model of working / new system
• To work alongside all families to ensure their child has the best start in life,
taking into account what matters to them accessing support if and when they
need it
• Developed Principles and Values
• Address What Matters to families through quality discussions

What adds value to what we do? What is the most valued work?

Testing the model at a community level – Autumn 2020 / Spring 2021
• Training and establishing a core multi disciplinary team and a wider
team around them
• Facilitator/coordinator to support the learning, identify the
blockages and possible solutions, embed the ways of working
• Community asset mapping significantly impacted by Covid
• Community level within an NCN footprint
• Linking in to existing developments of integrated wellbeing
networks, parent and community champions, community
engagement models

• Test in a small community (phase 1) before going bigger (phase 2)

• Early Years team established and model started Sept 2020
• Working in 3 pilot areas across the region, New Tredegar, Cwm and
Bettws bringing midwifery, generic and Flying Start services
together, antenatal to 7 years
• What Matters meetings
• Already identified additional support needed to meet the high
needs being identified in the short term
• Working to develop a universal electronic system for
communication involving Maternity Notes + WCCIS

Where are we now ?
• Developing electronic birth book and robust links to midwifery /
Midwifery Notes

• Focus on transition - antenatal early intervention + starting school
• Notification process of new pregnancies (10-14 weeks)
• Early days evaluation has started and baselines established – lots
of live learning and problem solving . Impact of pandemic.
• EIF Maternity and Early Years Integration Maturity Matrix – exciting
development
• Learning the lessons from the pilots to broaden out the What
Matters ethos across the regions
• Need to work with Universities for independent evaluation in future

What now ?

• Business plan for 2021/22 submitted to WG
• Second pilot phase to start Autumn 2021. St James
• Using same model based on need and core offer not entitlement

• Developing borough wide model
• Organisations coming together so not who but who best to deliver
• Teams geographically based so relationships can be built – not all
based in same space but working together as one team

Early Years from April 2021 – antenatal to 7 years

• Flying Start and Families First coming together

• Flying Start still remains the full offer for postcodes
• Bringing the funding together extends the reach to full borough
(not free childcare but all early intervention services)

• Early intervention – emerging needs to stop escalation
• Organisations coming together so not who but who best to deliver
• Teams geographically based so relationships can be built – not all
based in same space but working together as one team

